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I
Dipak Bhattacharya's edition of the PaippalAdasaryhita (PS) is considered
to be one of the major achievements in Vedic studies in recent. years. It
was published in two parts, in 1997 and 2008:the former edition contains
the first fifteen books @Aq,Qas) out of the total twenty books, and the latter
contains the sixteenth book, the biggest book with 1,363 verses in 155
hymns. Thus, two-thirds of the volume :5,L32verses (out of 7,899 verses)
according to the table of the number of verses and hymns (Bhattacharya
1997: xxii) - are available at present. Dipak Bhattacharya is in the final
stages of editing the remaining 2,767 verses. He announced that the
edition comprising the remaining books (the seventeenth book to the
twentieth book) should be divided into several volumes to facilitate the
quickuse of the PS by scholars (Bhattacharya 2008: xvii). We hope that
Dipak Bhattacharya is able to edit the whole text of the PS smoothly in
the near future.
The discovery of the manuscripts (Orissa mss., discovered in 1959),
onwhich Dipak Bhattacharya's edition is based, is ascribed to his father,
Durgamohan Bhattacharyya. Durgamohan Bhatcach arrya began editorial
work after acquiring several codices of palm-leaf manuscripts of the PS
from Orissa. The first volume, containing the first book's edition with a
learned introduction, was published in 1964. The second volume, containing the second, third, and fourth books, was published after his death in
1970; his son was charged with the introduction and the edition of the
remaining thirteen hymns of the fourth book.
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Although it had been well known that the PS occttpied premier position
as the representative of the Atharaaueda in ancient India in comparison
with the Saunakasamhitd, (Vulgata) , the PS had been handed down as one
manuscript (Kashmir ms., discovered in 1873) before the Orissa mss.
were discovered. However, it was difficult to control the Kashmir ms.
because of innumerable corruptions (writing errors, influence of local
pronunciation, and hypercorrectness). Therefore, the publication of the

PS edited by Durgamohan Bhattacharyya was expectedly hailed by
scholars from Indian studies. Some scholarswhowere exponents ofVedic
studies at that time drew their attention to this edition and wrote several
articles on it. For example, Hoffmann (1968, 1986) discussed the task
of an editor of the PS with reference to Bhattacharyya's edition..Although
Durgamohan Bhattacharyya's edition has already been positioned as one
of the monumental works in the history of Vedic studies because of the
appearance of Dipak Bhattacharya's revised edition, it does not diminish

the importance of *r. topics dealt with by Hoffmann. The following
two points should be taken into consideration for effectively editing the
PS text. First, all readings of the mss. have to be listed in the critical
apparatus. Second, the common reading found in the transmission of the
two branches, namely, the Kashmir and Orissa mss., can be considered,
in principle, as authentic or peculiar reading to the Paippalada recension,
even if the reading differs from the grammatically correct form. The new
edition by Dipak Bhattacharya addresses such remarks on the edition of
his father.

II
The second volume (2008) was published eleven years after the first
(1997), giving scholars several opportunities to remark on the first volume.
In the introduction to his second volume, Dipak Bhattacharya reviewed
and commented on some of those remarks. One of the remarks dealt
with Bhattacharya's editing method: the use of underlines to highlight
problematic instances. He explains the use of the underline as follows:
'a line below indicates doubt of some kind, i.e. regarding authenticity,
correctness, etc.' (Bhattacharya 1997: xxxii). However, this method
has been criticized by Ghosh (2002:6): 'The editor (D. Bhattacharya)
has at many places taken recourse to 'irnderlining" the edited text - his
method of indicating inability to reconstruct an acceptable text' (cf.
Griffrths 2009: XIX). Bhattacharya refuted him, saying that an underline
is an editorial decision to indicate that something of the original reading
is uncertain (2008: xxiii); he made clear his stance against the criticisms:
'In the present volume too it have been attempted to follow the same
principles as in the previous one' (2008: xxii).
One of the main points around this discussion can be derived from the
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multiple meanings of an underline. The user of this edition can easily
recognize that the underlined instances are those that are difficult to
comprehend; the editor, however, has not given details on the problems
of 'authenticity, correctness, etc.' behind the underlined instances. Thus,
for'example, I cannot understand the intention behind ui. . . dharaya
(10.2.4d) being underlined despite it being srammatically correct.
Ftrrther,I am confused as to why jinaato (10.5.7c) is not underlined despite
jinaatam (5.7 .12c) being underlined (cf. Ltrbotsky 2002:7). The userwould
not be mystified if Bhattacharya went on to explain the difficulty of this
particular instance, as seen in his explanations on several examples in
the introduction of his second volume. However, from the perspective of
the practical use of the edition, this approach can be considered as a
merit in that Bhattacharya consistently follows a single method over the
two volumes, thereby possibly pre-empting misunderstandings that would
have risen otherwise. On the other hand, we have the PS editions - the
second book by Zehnder (1999), the fifth book by Lubotsky (2002), and
the sixth and seventh books by Griffiths (2009) -which contain philological
comments on each verse in detail and which reflect the present phase of
the Vedic studies. Therefore, we need to use each text most suited to our
purposes, taking the characteristics of each edition into consideration.

ilI
Another point discussed by scholars on Bhattacharya's editorial principle
is that he attaches more importance to the Orissa mss. than to the Kashmir
ms. While speaking on this approach, Lubotsky said,'Although Bhattacharya
systematicallyprovides the readings of the Kashmir ms. in his apparatus,

he often does not take them into account for establishing the text'
(Lubotsky 2002:5). In his second volume, Bhattacharya further spoke of
the Orissa archetype, considering it as a step toward the reconstruction
of the common ancestor of the Kashmir and Orissa transmissions of the
PS: 'On principle, too, this would not have been bad as the Orissa archetype

may be a convenient step to the constmction of the K-Or archetype'
(Bhattacharya 2008: xxvi). It is true that the Orissa mss. provides us with
numerous information for taking editorial decisions, in comparison to the
singlytransmitted Kashmir ms. Zehnder admits to the Orissa mss. having
such an advantage: 'In der Darstellung wird aus praktischen Gninden der
Text der Orissa-Manuskripte zu Grunde gelegt' (Zehnder 1999: 13);
however, he aims to reconstruct the 'AVP-Archetyp' as the common source
of the Kashimir and Orissa mss. On the other hand, as Griffiths states in
the introduction of his edition, 'Behind and besides its many cormpt
readings, K has in numerous instances preserved a more authentic text
than Or. mss' (2009: XX). We have several cases where the readings of
the Orissa mss. (designated as Ma and Ma) are corrupt and the final
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editorial decision would not be taken without referring to the I(ashmir ms.
(designated as K), as seen in the following instances.
10.2.3d tauabahu gaaarytpati'Your arms are the lords of the cow.'
p ati K. p atim M-a. p atiir.n Ma.
10.2.9a: agnisoma paaamd,nar,l 'Agni-Soma, who are blowing'
p aa amanau IL p av amano MA. NIa.
10.3.1c hastiua na/,aala,n bhahdhi 'Break riverbeds like an elephant.'
bhahd,hiK. bhihdhi M6. Ma.

In the following case, I take the reading of the Kashmir ms. instead of
the Orissa mss., which Bhattacharya preferred.
10.4.10d: rnitram gyhnana janaso yantu sakhyam'grabbing hold of an ally, let
them (the kings) enter into alliance wittrthe people.':72nasoK jaraso
Md. Ma. cf. tndrasya,. . sakhyd,m RV 3.60.3a, 9.86.20d, 10.62.1b,
d.nd,nd,m . . . sakhyimRV 4.33.2c.

Now that we have the transmitted Kashmir ms. and there are few
possibilities to find more mss. in Kashmir, we can go ahead with the
reconstruction of the common ancestor of the Kashmir and Orissa mss.
In this sense, Griffiths's approach is suggestive: 'A critical edition ought,
by contrast, to weigh the readings of all availabie manuscripts in each
individual case, and the general quality of some manuscripts is never in
itself an argument for or against readings of other manuscripts' (2009:

xIX)
ry
Bhattacharya did not pay suffrcient attention to the proposals of the revised
reading of particular verses by the editors of the individual books of the
PS, which is introduced earlier in this review. For example, Lubotsky's
proposal of +aiyarnanah in 16.71.6 in reference to his edition of 5.40.1
(2002: 179, cf. Griffiths 2009: 240-4L) is not considered in Bhattacharya's
edition of the second volume: istamd,nah in 16.71.6 (cf. asyamd,nah in
5.40.1).
Several other topics that therscholars discussed with regard to the first
volume of Bhattacharya's edition'are treated with and examined in the
introduction of his second volume, for example, the emendation on
metrical grounds, the conjectural emendationwith the help of text-external

sources (e.g. Grafrimarian's evidence or citation), and the theory of a
Karnataka archetype of the Kashmir and Orissa transmissions (as
opposed to the Gujarat archetype, according to Witzel ( 1985) ) . Although
these topics would be repeatedly discussed and developed along with the
consideration of new materials in the future, Dipak Bhattach?Aa,following
in the footsteps of his father, gives us a valuable edition of the PS.
[BibliOtheca lndica Series No.318,319,Calcutta:

The Asiatic SOciety,1997,2008]
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